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Der Fall WICHER: German Knowledge or 
Polish Success on ENIGMA 

l:IY JOSEPH A. M.EYEH 

'Pup tn:.u fl bi1tt'na 

In 1939 the Germans found e11idence. including decrypts, that a 
Polish cryptanalytic organization, WICHER: had been readinR the 
ENIGMA. Documents and interrogations did n(Jt reueal how the ma
chine could have been read, and after some changes ' in the indicator · 
system and plug!fings, the matter was dropped. Jn 1943, further evidence 
of prewar Pvtish success, and the Mrong appearance that Navy 
J:,'NJGMA was being read by the British and US., caused a crypto
security crisis. A spy in the U.S. Navy Department reported the reading 
uf U-bout keys. ENIGMA security was .~tudied, and many changes in . 
the machine and its usage were undertaken. By 1914 the German.~ 

acted and spoke as if they knew ENIGMA traffic was being read by the 
Allies, but they suspected betrayal or compromise of keys . Medium. 
grade ciphers were also improved, and radio security was much im
proved. Users were forbidden ta send secret or top .~ecret in.formation · 
or operational orders over ENIGMA. Through all of this, German con
fidence in the TUNNY cipher teleprinter (which wa.~ al.rn being read) 
ne1/er wavered. The key to German suspicions of RNIGMA appears tu 
have been the knowledge of P(Jlish prewar successes; after which the 
wartime ENIGMA exploitatian hung by a thread {Qr five and one-half 
years. 

I. DER PALL WICHER' 

In late 19:39, after their rapid conquest. of Poland, the German OKH 
(Oberkomrnando des Heeres, Army High Comm1md) and OKW 
<Oherkomrnando der Wehrmacht, Armed Forces High Command) 
cryptanalysti; obtained definite proof, including decrypts of German 
messages, that the Poles had been reading ENJGMA messages for 
several yearl- before the war.II I Alarmed. the Germans did further 
security studies on the. machine and changed the indicator system in 
19-10. They tried to track down the French connect.ion after the fall of 
France in the same year. Later in the war they received further disclo
sures of Polish success from two prisoner-of-war Polish officers from the 

·· ~ nw WICflEtt Ca"<: ... Nomi Sil!int VII. p . lfi~. Kivcs un account which oppenr. to 
difft'r from thi!'I iri ~>me drtHil~ (St't> rt.-ferent'f' 11 >. 
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Warsaw Crypta~alytic Bureau, [ 2·1 and they ·eve~ri~!leatnea ,fa~ .. n~me of. ' , . 
the ·. project, ~iz ., WICHER (or PQ~Sihly' '.W)(iHBRN; ;which means 
"si.orrii" in Polish);- however, th~ir ·C'q'hfideri'Ce ii1:, (fi~"'-'Sec~rii); o('. tne: . ·~ 
machine wil& neveruridetinine&\3\:' ·. . < . '''-/~ ,' -... ) ' ·''>: ' · ... 
. ·. Th~ key .ract& in causfrig the German ccypt.anJtyst:~J6' a'i~b~iie~e\that •. > 
the · E.Nic·MA ~as ~!!a<labJe and • had be~~ ~~.P·i6i~~!'\~;~5,~?Ii~~~ri~1~ ·~H:• .·· .. 
tight coilipartmentation of the work in Poland>iind '.;' laie~ in.Fi'ant e:\4J 
This wa~ ·fi.!rther helped hy th~ w~y the G~~fo~n~;h~n~J§d.,til~; iniqitna- · 
lion'. The Poles ~ho disclosed the ENIGMA sµcces~ we.fe' ajmy office~s . 
too high up i!'l the Warsaw · Cryptanalyti~·.Huieauto e~plliin:ttie details 
of th~ ~oi'k, i.e ~ , how it was done, ~rid ' the yriuhg, cr.yptar{;lyst.8' who 
did know . were either not captured or ri()t interfrigated;l~f';\s a 'result, . 
the Germa.n cryptographersi \vere never forcrid to ari uiide'rstariding of . . 

. how the machine could be solved. They were to~<l; but not !ih<>;,.;n. 
In 1938 German invasions of Austria .and. C:iechoslovakia gave them . 

access to the cryptanalytic bureaus . in these countries, and. they .Te' 
ceived some surprises, but nothing that weakened their confidence in 
ENIGMA (see below). . . . , .. 

When German forces swept into Poland on 1 September 1939, their 
Panzer units reached the outskirts of Warsaw by 8 September, but 
Polish .force's continued counterattack's until 19 September and Warsaw . 
ltseif held out until 27 September.[6 J The Polish Government fted to 
~umania on 18 September.17 I But the delay in capturing Warsaw, and 
the Russian attacks, which began on 17 September, gave the Warsaw 
cryptanalytic bureau a clear forecast of the outcome and sufficient time 
to destroy records and evacuate key pe~onnel and equipment. There 
were four young Polish mathematicians who had solved ENIGMA, and 
they and documents and equipment were evacuated to. England and 
France.\81 . . . . . 

Earlier, when Ciechoslcivakia fell· in 1938, some German cryptanalysts 
from OKW ~ent to Prague and visited the Czech cryptanalytic 
organization, which was headed by en officer named Ruzek .[9 r The 
senior OKW m~mberofthi11 party, W. Fenn~r (later heed of OK,W/Chi 
Oberkommencio dei' Weh~macht/Chiffrierdienst, Armed Forces High 
Command/Cipher Service), was instructed not to carry out a detaiied 
interrogation. The Czechs disclosed their work and were offered jobs in 
0 KW /Chi, which they refused . 1161 They had read German military 
double transposition after getting pinched ii;iforrriation, [ 11] and sub
sequently had destroye~ all their p~per:s. [12 J 

There .was S<>me confusion among the various German SIGINT 
parties about whether the Czechs had r:eadENIGMA or riot. Mettig of 
OKH claimed in 1945 that the Czechs had read traffic from the un
steck~red ENIGMA before the war.[12Af Wendlandof OKH, in an 
interrogation on 26 September 1946, also claimed that the Czechs had 
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read the ENIGMA in "the old systein."ll2B ]£lut Fenner of OKW, who 
made the trip to Prague in 1938 and interrogated Ruiek, was crossex
amined on 30 September 1946 by the same1

1 
ASA people who had just 

spoken to Wendland, and Fenner stated cle'arly that the Czechs never 
claimed to have read the ENIGMA; this was s{ipposed to have been 
done by the Polish WICHER organization which was captured in 
Czechoslovakia.[12C J . . 

Another OKH SIGINT member, Barthel, claimed that before the 
March 1938 Anschluss the Austrian Cryptanalytic Service had succeed
ed in"reconstructing analytically" the settings of the.ENIGMA and on 
occasion they could find the daily key and read some German traffic
but this.does not seem to .have alarmed the Germans.[ 120 l : ·· 

When Poland fell, a group of Polish cryptanalysts, apparently known 
as the WICHER organizalion;{l4J was captureq in Czechoslovakia.[131 
Ruzek apparently informed the Germans, for his name is mentioned 
in the Fall WICHER context by Huttenhain ofOKW.{15] Two crypt
analysts from OKW, viz., Fricke and Pietsch, were sent to interrogate 
them.[16j The Poles. maintained that they had broken the German 
ENIGMA but no concrete results came from the interrogation, and no 
details of the method were obtained.[171 The documents the Poles had 
were sent to Hauptmann Kempe of OKH.l 18 J Because of bad feeling 
between Fenner of OKW and Kempe of OKH, Kempe held onto the 
documents and told Fenner only "that from these documents it was 
clear the ENIGMA had been broken".[19] Fenner was never able to see 
the documents himself, and even after the war was unwilling "to statl> 
it as a fact that the Poles in fact achieved this success". [20 J (Fenner 
had been involved in the stecker-pair plugging modifi~ation with 
Dip!. Ing. Willi Korn of Heimsoeth & Rinke in the technical ·develop
ment of the machine in the 1926-32 period.){21] Fenner thought it 
likely that the Poles might occasionally, under favorable circumstances, 
have read a depth, but discounted reading of messages or whole series 
of messages. [22 J 

Mettig in 1945 claimed that three deciphered messages from a Ger
man cruiser in Spanish waters during the civil war iri 1937 were found 
in Poland, and this suggested the system was unsafe.[22A] However, 
Mettig came into OKH SIGINT sometime after these events, and he is 
vague on some details; hence these messages may have been captured 
with the Poles in Czechoslovakia.[22B] 

The Czechs had no liaison with the Polish bureau, but they had had 
good relations with the Frerich cryptanalytic people, and possibly knew 
something from that source of ·French activity on the ENIGMA 
problem. [23] 

The captured Poles stated during interrogation that they had worked 
on the machine with the French, and had the instructions for it~ use, 
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but the Germans were unable to discover exactly what had beert 
done.124 I German investigators did discover that the Poles had pos
sessed a. section of extraorc!inary security in the Warsaw Crypta·nalytic 
Bureau.!25 I OKH kriew . that captured Polish secret documents con
tained decrypts of German cipher messages.[26 I This started a rumor 
that the Poles had beeri reading the ENIGMA.\27) Further captured 
documents showed that the salaries of two mathematical students from 
Posen were exceptionally large, and this suggested that they had been 
successful in reading the ENIGMA.[281 The Germans had learned that 
the leading workers on this project were young Polish mathematics 
students, and apparently two Ruch students were captured in Warsaw 
in 1939, but later nei.ther could be found. !29 j The Germans then 
calmed down.130 I · ·· ·. · · .,.. . 

As a precaution they did some further studies on ENIGMA and con
cluded that the system for doubly enciphering the mes.<;age setting and 
sending it as an indicator was a weakness because in some iipecial 
cases the keys could be recovcred .!31 J They did not think the Poles 
were able to do this kind of attack, however, because "either a special 
deciphering machine was required, or a lengthy Hollerith operation ... 
At that time it appeared doubtful that the Poles had carried out so 
great a task ... "132 I To improve security, ENIGMA procedures for 
sending indicators were tightened at the beginning of 1940.133 j Out
right solution of the ENIGMA was derided,\~4] but as a precaution, 
the stecker plugging was increased from six to ten pairs at this 
time.1351 

In 1940, after the Battle of France, the Germans searched for further 
evidence of French success on ENIGMA in Belgium or France, but 
were never able to find any. (36 I No cryptanalysts were captured, and 
all their papers were de~troyed.l:n I Files in the French Admiralty 
showed that British ex~rts had come to France to help the French 
cryptanalysts on the Naval ENIGMA, but that neither cryptanalytic 
service nad any success.l38J OKM (Oberkommando der Marine, Navy , 
High Command) probably told OKW nothing of this British party.l39l 
Fenner of OKW saw 8 captured French document of an unknown 
source, urging that a "new bureau should be set up."l40j The files of 
the Deuxieme Hureau in Paris were searched, but they had been re
moved by the French to Vichy. A few documentf! were found in the 
Deuxieme Bureau showing that the French had succeeded. about 1931-
:1:1 in buying information about German double transposition keys 
from a man working in OKW.(41 I The Germans knew nothing about 
this until the documents were found, and never traced the man.[42 / 
Nothing revealed ENIGMA success.!43 I When Vichy France was 
occupied in late 1942, the Germans were busy with other matters, and 
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no search was made for a f'.rench cryptanalyt,ic section, e.cc~rding to 
Hiittehhain of OK W .{44 I The French cryptarialyst Bertrand was ar
rested and interrogated at this ti~e . . but he did n~t :dlscfose . the 
ENIGMA work, and it is very likely that he did not know what w'as 
h~ppenirig in England and America on the . prob\em.\4s~46f Some 
Polish ENIGMA cryptanalysts fleeing to Spain were apparently cap
tured at lhe lxirder and impri~ried, hut were tio~ ideritified or inter
rogated ~ l47 I 

ln 1940, after the fall Of France, the Germans arrested a pair of 
Polish officers who had fled to France, but did not discover that they 
had held senior p0sitions in the Warsaw cryptanalytic bureau.1481 
Mettig claimed that many interrogations of Poles were held, hut drew 

.blanks.l4BAj Some interrogations in 1942 were held in Warsaw,l48Bj 
and in September 1942 . an interrogation was held in Berlin. Mettig 
claimed that one of the Poles was a Lt. Colonel. head of the Cryptana
lytic Bureau.[48C I In 1942 and 1943 the Germans had found evidence 
that their teletype landlinei; were being tapped in Paris.[480 J They 
knew that the Polish underground was sending espionage information 
by radio from Warsaw from 1939 until 1944.[48Ej They were also aware 
that Polish .. radio agents" were operating in France, and · in March 
1943 captured some.l48F I Later, in 1944, they read numerous en
ciphered messages from Polish agents in Northern France.{48G I After · 
they occupied Vichy France, they found signs of French .SIGINT; and 
according to Flicke. they uncovered an organization in Marseille in 
August 1943 associated with the Deuxieme Rureau and disguised as 
"Service Radio Electrique de Securite Territoire" which had over 40 
stations with 300 trained operators.[48H] In 1943 General Fellgiehel 
ordered the reinterrogation of Polish cryptanalyst.<. to check further into 
Fall WTCHER.[48I I Representatives of OKM as well as ; OKH were 
present at some of these interrogations.l48J I · 

Jn 194.1-44 the two Polish officers captured in l!l40 in France "volun
teered" the information that the Poles had be.en reading ENIGMA for 
several years before the war.[49 I The two officers, a Major and a Lt. 
Colonel, were at that time in a PW camp in Hamhurg. l49j Dr. Pietsch 
of OKH, who had been present at interrogations in War.saw and prob
ably at Berlin, was sent tu Hamburg to question them.1501 The ac
counts vary somewhat, for Buggisch of OKH claimed that the Poles 
willingly gave Pietsch the information they possessed, on the argument 
that "after so long a period the question of security seemed pointless 
even from a Polish point of view. "150 l Mettig of OKH claimed that the . 
Abwehr messed things up by allowing the Poles to be together for sev
eral days before they were interrogated, and this gave them a chance 
to correlate their stories. He said there were no results because the 
Poles would not talk .151 I Buggisch ahd Mettig both mentioned a Lt . . 
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•. ·_Si,nJ,,~:ri{~~~ ha~;~::ri~~~~~~fedi.b~the: ~F_ '.}n J~ly · 1913; . and a 
millioit inh~bitaniS :had ::' Hed, " the Poles :presumably knew that the 

. ·~~i~~~t! ·~R11~:lit:~r~~trf tf it%c1mt? ~0~t8.;d~·~i<v;f .·~~·· t~;s!~~;~~ 
Fan W'IGH~:R and .. d1ey · p~tibab\y': ~ever ~ldOKM' people a~tit the 

• Polish 'Jectypt.S) ahd·'tnought)h8,t ali ~N~GMA work had :loog ceased. 
There were· many \lncertainties reiiulting; .from this lriterylew. The 

. Pdtish office~· had been heads of sedions in Warsaw and . they were 
sure that the Gertnan Army ENIGMA had been ieacl in part for several 
years b~fo~ i939.l52J They kf!ew thiit the Polish workers had gone to . 
F~ance after the i'ii.11 of Poland, b.ut were not certain whether lhe Polish 
cryptanaly.iic w~rk on the ENIGMA had b~en crintinued on French 
5oiL!53') The Polish officers could give no details cif the metpod 
used .154 J Th~y claimed that some sudden. alteration was made by the 

. Gerina.ns which made it impossible to continue reading the traffic, but 
were unsure of the date.[55 j As a result <if Menzer's studies the Ger
mans had made a change in tbe ENIGMA itself in the late 1930's, 
from three stecker-pairs to six or seven stecker-pairs.156) Then in 
1940, they. changed the indicator system.l57] Lacking a date, they . 
~uld not determine which change had caused the alleged halt.{58 I The 
prisoners gave the Polish covemame "WICHER," confirming the 
Czechoslovakian incident. ~ietsch "did not bother to get details of the 
Polish method,"[591 and brought back a rather hazy general story to 

. OKW/Chi.160 I Other German cryptanalysts, who had already heard of 
the i939 revelations, thought it had been bad usage giving depths, 
which had allowed the prewar reading, rather than the indicator sys

. teIP .l6t I BecsuRe of th~ uncertainties, the Germans ooncluded that 
some ENIGMA traffic had been read years before, but did not think 
there was any cu~eritt~eat and did not pu~su'e the matu;r. 

' " 

The ENIGMA . had been the subject of security studies during the 
1920's, and the first Army ENIGMA was tested in 1927.162] It was seen 
in use about 1931-32,[63) and after further studies at that time by 
Schroeder,[64] the steckered ENIGMA was stiindardized with 3 
stecker-pairs.[65] Menier took up the work and ENIGMA was im
proved in the late 1930's-after the Poles had broken in-by usini: six 
or seven stecker-pairs instead of only three stecker-pairs . 166 J German 
mathematical studies and other work had shown that a depth of about 
30 was needed to read the traffic, . and th~ unkno~~ ~tecker plugging 
would stand up to any' attacks they knew.l66A l Apparently, after the 
initial . scare of October 1939, : the Germans · satisfied themselves that 
only the indicalor system had a weaknes8, and having corrected that, 
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had no further doubts. They also rationalized that the decrypted Ger· 
man messages captured in 1939-which were not disclosed to OKW
could ·have come from ·reading depth&, rather than actual solution of 
the machine. (67 \ They were very sure that any attack on the machine 
would require a large Hollerith process.167 A I Even though an Allied 
prisoner of war in North Africa had disclosed that the British and 
Americans were working together "with a .very large joint 'park' of 
Hollerith . (punch-card) equipment," this PW interrogation was never 
followed up.168 \ (Apparently the location Bletchley Park was trans· 
formed into the generic term "park" in reporting this.) Late in 1943 a 
German officer escaped in North Africa and said th.e Americans had a 
large deciphering organization with Hollerith equipment, but the 
Germans were unable to con.firm this.[69 I Since the ·senior German 
cryptographers were,' after the war, still convinced that the ENIGMA 
was .unbreakable, they may have been reluctant to consider that a 

· handful of young Poiish mathematics students could produce crypt· 
analytic results which experienced senior· German cryptanalysts could 
not. 

II. COMMENT 

After the war, the German c:ryptanalysts used the argument that 
ENIGMA was unreadable w justify lack of success tu Typex, even 
though they had captured several Typex machines-without the 
rotors-al Dunkirk.!70j They also claimed to have no knowledge al 
all of the existence of an Allied SlGINT effort a~ainst them, although 
they inferred some things from Yardley's book and wartime U.S. news
paper articles.1711 There is no evidence to show that they understood 
how a steckered ENIGMA could be read, for even when they did 
finally introduce the pluggable _reflector, the Army found it too much 
trouble, it was mentioned in Naval traffic but never used, and the 
Luftwaffe used it incorrectly. !721 

Yet the fact remains th.at the Germans hecame increasingly susc 
picious that their ciphers were beirig read, but thought thi!\ was due 

. to betrayal of the current keys.!73j As the war went on, they went to 
extraordinary lengths to improve all their ciphers, to tighten up radio 
security, to investigate all the people who could possibly come near 
the keys, and to spread the traffic out over so many keys that a capture 
or a betrayal could not compromise more than a small portion of their 
communications.[74 I Some of these security techniques they learned 
from Allied cryptographic practice, and copied them.!75 J 

They analyzed their own mi!i~ary reverses for signs of cipher com· 
promise. In the early part of the war, only Luftwatfe keys were being 
read to any extent, but this had little influence on the war in the major 
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Ef.::J;\a~~~ij.~g~~i~~~~t~~~t~~~l~1f *~J> ·· · · 
the Russ1an .. front the Russians: were .unable. to :read~:ENIGMA; and•so · 

· :f ~1;::~:::~~~;~;~~~;::r~:~~t!!'!;z~ · 
Allied sysi.ems;·l80 I and . stici;ess Oll'~NavafENlGMA~~&Jl{l'ed to ;d'evas; 
tatin.g losses of lMioats.1811 The attii,ck$;o~ · lt;riunet~ ;stip~lies; ilnd;'the 
attacks on U' ooat.S were f~irly weli ' c6~~red by\islrtf~i;c~aft to II!ake 
sightingsbefore tt1e subs we~e attackaj ~'[a2f~6w~~et, t}l~· t9ver:·d&;t,rine 
was rtot followed perfectly on U-bQat rend~zvous. i'he<Gern!ans did. 
e~amine ren~ezvou~ at ~a over.a' period 'in 1943. arid n'o~<:l that he.tweeri 
3 and) 1 Au~st 1943 every on~ · cif their ' rendezvous ~8.iilleeri visited 
by Alli.eel forces, a marked.' change from the pr~.viou!l .perio<fl83]The . 
possibility of the ENIGMA's being broken w11s considered, hut 
treated as only " tentative, •:[84 jTheAti~ehrin August i943 sent a report 
from a German agent working at ·a high poSition in the Nary Depart
ment in Washington, stating that the operational orders tO the U-boats 
were ·. being rekd currently. [851 AbWehr . considered .. the . agent. their best 
i'1 Washi!iiton .1861 OKM leff the question urfresciiyed, preferring to 
blame: radar ·and ti-eason.187] The "uncovered" sirlking of U it 22 and 
the tanker BRAKE at an Indian Ocean rendezvous (in 11 March l944. 
pr~ipitated a cipher . crisib, and led . to the introduction of special 
settings ori each U-boat.j8!;1] In-1942 the 4t,h wheel mOdiflcalion was 
intro<luced in. U-boatscj89 I -ln 1942 and 1943 . rie\V 6114 complicated 
"Si.ichworf' procedures (.ba~ed on .a . codeword .known orily to an officer 
on the U-boat) were intro<Jµi.:ed, ~ otf!ie't. the· effects of pinches and 
captures of_ current keys;j9ol OKM even conced~<f that t he U-boat 
ciphers were almost certainly read for a . short peri'o& ,in 1943: because 
of "uncovered" Aliied attacks, b1.1t cohcluded th~t the ciphers were 
only readable if all the ciphet material and the ''.StiChwoi-t" were 
captured or , pinched or befrayed.[91 I The somewhat blind attempts 
to improve ENIGMA security against betrayal al}d capture did in fact 
make .. the cryptanalysts' work much harder .. The Germans also im
proved the 0-boats ·themseives with $dmork~lil ancl , b~tter torpedos 
and ELINT equipment, so th.at they could resis~ couriiermeasures.[92 j 
Finally, in i944 they directed a young Lt. Frowein to study ENIGMA 
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security~ and in a few months he produced a study showing the key · 
could be broken on a crib of 50 letters. He received a decoration, and 
rotor char)ges were ordered - too late. (~3 l . . . 

While OKM .. apparently did not know about Fall WICHER and 
OKW did not know about the Ahwehr (counter-intelligence) report 
from Washington (owing to a Fuhrer directive ofl940, intended to keep 
knowledge from those who needed itl.\94] there were still a number of 
technical changes under development, any one of which could have 
finished otf the cryptanalysis of the ENIGMA. The Luftwaffe had 
developed a pluggable. reflector D, but could not get it adopted; [95 J 

. the Navy pla'nned to use it in 1942, but never introduced it; 196 l and 
the Army considered it too much trouble.[97 j The Luftwaffe did 
introduce it;' . but used it wrongly, arid 'it' was solved. t98 \ The Army 
then used it correctly late in the war, but only on one key.l99l The 
Luftwaffe then introduced the ENIGMA Uhr (a dial switch yielding 
a multiplicity of steckers) to spread out the tralfic on the steckers, but 
misused that too, and it was solve<i.l99A \ The SG-39 designed by 
Menzer was still bogged down in development; so Menzer created the 
Lii.ckenfil,llerwalze (settable notch ring), \IOOj and this was tooled up 
and ready for production at Heimsoeth & Rinke in February 1943,[101 / 
but decisions were put off because the ENIGMA was still considered 
secure. At security conferences conducted by General Gimmler from 
November 1944 to January 1945, "worry was expressed over the fact 
that the military machine had not been changed throughout the 
war ."[102 I The Germans had learned from documents in October 1942 
that British Naval units would use Typex with 10 rotors for inter
service work!ng, and additional sets of seven more rotors for Naval 
Code and seven rotors for Navai cipher, and even intended rotors 
with variable plugging for extra securi,ty.!103] At the Gimmler con
ferences, the OKL (Oberkommando der Luftwaffe. Air Force High Com
mand) Uhr was discussed, the LUcken[lillerwalze was approved.\104 I. 
Li.ickenfi.illerwalzen were ordered in a quantity of 12,000 and these 
were nearing completion at the ERTEL plant when the war 

· ended.[105j Two more of Menzer's devices were ordered, vi.z. , 20,000 
Schliisse/scheiben and i0,000 Schllisselkasten were ordered in early 
1945 to replace ENIGMA, and 15 toolmakers were committed to ex- , 
pedite the project. t106 J 

Some useful insight into the German attitude toward ENIGMA 
security can be gleaned from no.ting the actions taken by the Germans 
.themselves, which connote something different from their postwar 
statements. In 1942 Pers Z (Foreign Office) approached Willi Korn of 
Heimsoeth & Rinke and discus.-;ed the construction of a six-rotor 
ENIGMA-compatible cipher machine called SG-42, which apparently 
never passed theoretical development.(106A I At the time of the Allied 
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landing in North Africa in. liite 1942, G~neral Martini, Chief Signal ' 
Officer of the Luftwaffe, stated th.et the ENIGMA was "only SO percent 
!lecure" (whatever that means) and banned the tra!lsinissio~ of 
operational orders by radlo.(106,Bj (An undersea cable to North Africa 
was installed for Rommel's operational orders.[1Cl6CJ OKL SIGlNT 
people in Northern Italy in 1943 were ordered to send secret or wp 
secret inform~tion over cipher teleprinter. ENIGMA was to be used 
only in exceptional cases.[106Dj To increase the cryptoiraphic secu
rity of ENIGMA for OKL SIGlNT traffic, different machine settings 
(keys) were used on successive messages without external indica
tions . . [106E I Allied bornbing of landlines forced the use of radio, but 
the D-reftector (pluggable) was used in 1944 for "especially important 
messages," after which the standard reflector was put hack into t.he 
machine for routine mel'...c.ages.[106Ff' An OKL technical se~ge·a~t 
stated that in SIGINT. reports, "codewords were substituted for num-

. erical designation of Allied units ... to partially veil the results of 
German Signal Intel.ligence in the event that ENIGMA messages 
were being deciphered by the enemy."[106G I 

Information in a captured OKH war diary is also revealing. [n 
March 1944, OKH was studying e new system for assigning and en
ciphering callsigns. [ 106H) Studies were instituted to determine the 
extent to which Army ENIGMA could be compromised by treachery, 
and it was noted that " retaining the present key techniques, five 
message keys chosen by specific agreement are sufficient to betray 
the daily key without permitting the German control agency to spot 
the betrayal, even with careful checking."[10611 The Germans 
strongly suspected that one or more ENIGMA cipher clerk!'- 'was 
choosing settings in a way that Allied SIGINT, · by prearrangement, 
could exploit to break the key. OKH studied the "betrayal" problem, 
and OKH also studied the Navy F.NTr.MA procedures and pronounced 
them "totally inadequate from the point of view of security. , , A 
general solution for compromise cases with the steckered ENIGMA 
by means of an extensive c_ryptanalytic auxilliary device was found ." 

. Even the Army ENIGMA was thought vulnerable w depths of four 
messages, "by using an extensive. system of mechanical cryptanalytic 

· aids."1Hl6J J 

The stress in the OKH war diary on special machinery and betrayal 
strongly suggests that they had more than an inkling of the huge 
machine attacks currently being carried out in England and in the 
United States. 

The war diary subsequently noted that several reports on the 
ENIGMA were done in 1944, and in October 1944 OKH recorded that 
work had been concluded on the compromise problem of the plugged 

·ENIGMA. The Schliisselkasten studies were mentioned, and the new 
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· ·~yStem.~ ·for,· ... ~riCipheietf call~i~~, Waa·.~:s~he~i'U\~d · .::rOr?'int~:oclti~tioil- .:oh~ ··f. · '~ 
Se~~it.iileii94~, P.fdd~cti~n of: ENI QMJ\i[h(;._~s,~~~~'.fi9ii}{f · · · · •.. 
, :The Oc~ti!'f'ence of . many crypwgri\phic • ~cllnic~l ' matters . in . the 

·;_ ~~~i:~4~;Yt~~titf~:r t:ctJ~;.· ~~~~h~~2~~~~:s~je :i~ 
· sys tematically tigh;t~ned up; an<f it wllli · note~ iri fate Hi«< by · Nlied 
· .. si(;iN'(that they had become; !;O · ~c4re that) t wi,ta ne~ssary to soive 
. hiJihcKrade ciphers (Fish or ENIGMA) ti? optain cribs ·to ~lve the 
me<liuin·g;ad~ . hand · ~iphers · (ras~r> , t1o6L"J· Captured . papers be· 
ion'ging t.Othe okw mathematiciaµ J1ultenhain nbte that i~ Septem· 
her .1944 OK W w~s engaged in security impr6~ements io the stencil 
systA!m, 4~yeloping emergency key~ f~/ the ~tenCil Sy~tem . in C!l5e Of .. 
c°81)°t~re, an:d . prO<;luction o( 8_ new e111~rgen~y -sys~m for ENIGMA 
(uSiige),. :New c(pher instr'uc.~fons for ENIGMA. were w, he p1,1blished, 
1md a new Pianu~l for ENIGMA was ~IS9 exi)e<;~d:. [1%Mllri addition, 
they ~ei:~ investigating i-he·:prQ:Ci1..1ction qf keys fOr l':NIGMA equipped 
with Wckenffel~rwalzen: lt06N j ~I ofthis activity ~uggests a signlfi- · 
ca..nt change in German crypt.ographic:ttifrili:ing. , ·. . : . . · 

Ainong the captured Hiit~nhain. ~pers • were notes . on security 
lectures given by Leutnant Gen1,1ral Olniinlei, OJ{W/Chef Ag WNV, 
who was charged with coordinating ail . Arm.ed Forces ~ryptographic 
security studies: In nis lectures emphasizing the preservation of sig
n.ala ~curity by technical ihe~ns, he s~ressed the activities of foreign 
SIGIN1'8everal times, viz: 

"In the ~ afur the War, the world learned what. the enemy had .been able 
to obtain from deciµhered m~iu•Ke><. to the detriment. of Germany. The 
enemy's cr'yptaMlyiic 1".ork has been further <levelop¢d. 

'"The Briti•h ~ an · adm\111.bly train~d l>'>litical and. military Sigint 
service. In _the Fi~l Wurli War, ·the Am~ricanft ~te. in _this respee~ i>o.•iti~ely 
naive, but they leamt. from the Briti•I\. an<l now work on crypianaly~i•. !or 
example, . .;,;th the auista~ce of th~ m~t modern me<:hanical· devi~es . . Simi· · 
larly the BOlshe\'ists . .. h11ve taµped our ·tactical and operational siin11ts oom
munications sometime11 close Ill th.e fron't, ' aometime11 ta·r in' lhe rear area. and 
have ret~ansrnilled the contents by age~IJ!' wtt.. . . . 

"Sigirit suc<*-lSes (Cerman) in Italy.and .during the battle of No_rmandy have 
i-n dauling even lo .the expert .. ' Toda)', . cryptanal)'8iR ia . breaking com
plicated opeech enciphermel'I· systems and difficult hand and machine &)'8· 

t.em~ without a knowledge of. the. keys ... " l'he Sigint a.nd _ci,>pwhnuie is fought 
. just as bitterly in this war at. the battle with wea.poil8. · 

" .. , no fieCUre . method of &~Ch .encipherment exi~IJ! . .. tbe m·ost i;ecure 
method is to entruat lop ~-i'et material (geh~ime ReiChaad1en and Chef-und 
Keheime Kornmandoeachen) lo ·a ttliable cowjer• or lo the · cipher ule· 
print.er." [1000 J 

' . 
·Allowing for the "pep-tal~" character of his lectu~es, Gimmler's · 

reference to the American use of "most modern mechanical devices" 
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~?;~;-:.::;~~·f ~~·~,~~;~ .. s~ir,:;f~tit~~11$jt~··: 
viz .. that new; sp~c1al . macl\in~ry wali·_be!n¢ u~d ~for '.: A'J}1e~ -s~ypt- · 

:~=~~~i;·Fi~hh8ie1~::~~~a?s~}ff j!~!e~~c~¥··. ~(~f C.~': ~;1t~~.1 '1;f ; .. but .·. • 

Because the OKH SIGINTor'ga~izal:ion · ~aiss0i:;jed~ '. a'i ih~eb(h:if the ·.· 
war before the TICOM :groups could fi.nd the ''.~~~ple;· ~tjtii'p:~~nt- o~ 
documents, much less is knowrubout OKH \\;ork than is knowfr·ofOl\.L 
and OKM and ~ine olthe. ~ther cryptolog.ic ag~nti~s. f{Q6Pf Sfoce it 
is known that Gehlen serit his Army lntelligehce . organization .into 
hiding at the end of the wilr; snd hid mli'ltiple _ropies ofafl his vital 
records on the Russian force~. it is riot beyond belief that OKH SIGINT 
carried out some .' ~phoc~ix" pl~tdl06QJ The ·postwar statements 
of OKH and OKW . higher-ups uniformly claimed that the ENIGMA 
was unbreakable, hut the coptu.red war diary ·and other documents, 
~nd the statements of people lower down don ;t show the same confi
dence . 

In 1943 the Germans removed all discriminants from the traffic 
and in 1945 they intr~duced unsolvable enciphered callsigns.!107 J ln 
Italy alone they had 11 different keys concurr'ently in use.\108j'They 
avoided the use of radio; Rommel had a submarine cable between 
North Africa and Italy, and landline was used everywhere pos
sible .!1091 Their hand ciphers were systematically analyzed and 
improved.{ILOI They printed and distributed tons of cryptographic 
materials late in the war, to improve signal security, even below 
division level.[11 LI Importarit information was kept off radio; for the 
1944 Ardennes offent'ive, radio silence was supplemented by the use 
of couriers for the operational orders. I 112 j · 

lri similar circumstances, when the British Navy found in 1942- 43 
that its codes and ciphers were being read, they were reluctantly 
changed.[113) After. they captured tl:le German Long Range Signal 
Reconnaissance Company No. 621 at Bardia in North Africa in 1942, 
the British Army changed all their syst.cms.\114\ After the discovery 
that the U.S . Attache's messages from Cairo to Washington had 
been exploited to Rommel 's advantage, the U.S . gave the Attache a 
cipher machine .[115) Generally it takes a shock to bring about a 
change to a completely new cipher system .1116] 

After the war, when the reconstituted West German Government 
established its cryptography, the ENIGMA was not brought back into 
service . Instead, the Foreign Office adopted the T&N (Telephonbau 
und Normalzeit) machine- a development from Menzer's original 

.SG-39, but much more secure . . · 
The .intensive efforts that ihe Ge~mans made to improve cipher 

and traffic security coincided roughly with the increasing buitdup of 
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Allied SIG INT ·against thein. I 117 j Although the Qermans denied any 
knowledge of this. va!lt Allied SI GI NT- effort, there . were thousands of 
people in Britain and the U.S ., and in the Mediterr~neari and E~opean · 
Theaters who kziew that SIGINT was a big effort and who also knew 
that German high-level signals were being read. Some of the aircrews 
operating over Europe, and shot down there. may have known more 
than they were supposed to. What almost no one knew, except -for a 
very small handful of cryptanalysts and intelligence analyi;t,<1, was 
the detaiis, viz.; which links, which keys, how it was being done, how 
current the ·decrypts were, and what intelligence they contained.I 118 \ 

The Germans acted, from 1943 onwards, as if i.hey knew that a large 
mechanized Allied SIGINT effort wa!l directed against ENIGMA, but 
clear'ly ·believed the "Fish" cipher teleprinters were completely 
secure-which they were not. This suggests some. kind of incomplete 
leak, .possibly from gossip from people who knew that ENIGMA was 
being exploited, but did not know about "Fish" exploitation. A leak ·of 
this kind could ha\•e occurred from the lower levels of Allied crypt
analytic processing, where thousands of people were employed, or it 
could have occurred from high levels above the cryptanalytic organi 
zations, or from consumers who had been told about ENIGMA exploit
ation, but not of the other sources for Special Intelligence. 

The increasing cryptographic changes and innovations by the Ger
mans suggest that they had increasing suspicions, pos.<>ibly knowledge, 
from espionage or prisoners or even SIGINT on Allied or neutral 
systems, that their traffic was being read, but not how.II 191 (There are 
apocryphal stories of Washington cab drivers in World War H knowing 
where the "code breaking" centers were, and with 13.000 SJGINT 
workers in the two cryptanalytic centers, it would be surprising if the 
Germans knew nothing.) The Germans may have .supposed that · 
traitors were betraying the daily keys (alter the Paris di!;coveries), 
but because they never made the simple changes· which would have 
made the traffic unreadable, they apparently never· discovered the 
truth .!1201 . 

Recause ENIGMA continued to be exploited through the war, it was 
easy to suppose that the Germans did not know it was being read, and 
the postwar T!COM interrogations seemed to. confirm this : However, 
the interrogations may have been less revealing than other evidence. 
l:lecause the Germans did not replace ENIGMA, there is a tendency for 
Allied security doctrine--based largely on wartime doctrine-[ l:lOA I 
to be accepted uncritically as a correct scheme for preserving cryptana
lytic successes. The central point of this doctrine-that any enemy 
knowledge of a SIGINT succes." will destroy that success-is not con
firmed by the WICHER affair. The converse proposition-that con
tinued success meant that security doctrine was both correct and 
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effective-is also questionable as well as being ~ ~o(l se~uitur~ Hence, 
Fall WICHER is not irrevelant to the analysis o(security and opera-
tional problems of today. . 

The central issue in Fall WICHER was that, although the most 
useful people and resources were evacuated from Warsaw, the coverup 
was not complete and it was nut well thought out~ Smne of the records 
were destroyed before Warsaw feli; some fell into German hands. For 
unexplained reasons, the WICHER people left behind in Warsaw 
travelled as a woup into Czechoslovakia. which had been occupied by 
the Germans in March 1939, carrying with them a quantity of secret 
records containing decrypts. No doubt the Russian advance cut thein 
off from direct access to Rumania, but with the documents they could 
hardly ~se as refugees_ When th'ey ' were caught, the interrogators had 
a homogeneous party and their records to pursue in the investigation, 

·and the essential fact-that ENIGMA was being read-was exposed. 
The 1940 operation in France let knowledgeable people who had fled 
Poland fall into German hands, and eventually they confirmed the 
earlier disclosures. Even the Mission Richard party had to leaye France 
without much preparation in 1940. The operation in Vichy France 
by Bertrand had ,no contingency plan for. evacuating the people, and a 
number of them were arrested, fortunately before the Hamburg dis
closures. The security compartmentation and the rather abstract 
mathematical nature of the cryptanalysis were apparently critical 
factors which kept the Germans from getting the specific details they 
needed, because the people who did talk didn't know them. Yet the 
continued success on ENIGMA-<juite important during the 1943-45 
period-was hanging by a very slender thread . If the Germans had 
interrogated a few more people, or had made better use of the infor
mation they did receive, the Allied SIGTNT position might have been 
very different, 1mci the war iti;Plfmight have heen very different. 
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Appendix.\: Prewar RNI<;MA (:0111munica1ionH ~ccuri1y and i :ryptanaly"i" 

The ENIGMA had been de~eloped and subjected· to theoretical 
security studies from the early l920's. Dr. Scherbius of t:he Army High 
Command origina~d .the wired rotor machi~e . in . World War I,1121 I 
and became a prmc1pal of a company, Ch1tfnermasch1hen A.G 
Berlin, .which in 1923 was advertising a four-wheel rotor machin~ 
called "ENIGMA" with 28-point wheel~ and automatic printing.11221 
A company brochure gave an analysis of ENIGMA security, and 
Scherbius published a paper on the subject in 1923.[1231 This company 
was closely aswciated with the German Defense estahlishment.[124J 
Later it was superseded hy Heimsoeth & Rinke of Berlin, who con
trolled the patents hut did not manufacture the machine.[1251 The 
German Foreign Office objected to the fact that the 28-point ENIGMA 
needed line current, and might malfunction, and refused to adopt 
it.I 126 J What the military wanted was a rugged; compact machine 
which could be ut1ed in mobile warfare . A manually operated battery' 
powered machine, referred to as the "lamp panel ENIGMA'" was 
developed by Dipl. Ing. Willi Korn. I 127 I U.S. Patent applications by 
Korn date back to 19'.!.6.[128\ Correspondence from Heimsoetb & Rinke 
files show that the German Navy ordered 50 lamp-panel machines of 
the 1924 model (which had ~J letters) in late 192G. I 129 I Security 
studies had shown weaknesses, and Fenner of the OK W /Chi was in. 
volved with Korn of H & R in the 1926-31 period in the development 
of A steckered ENIGMA.11301The19'2:3 printin~ ENIGMA was hulky, 
heavy and complicated. Korn had developed a ruggetl, simple and 
extremely reliahle machine, which could he manufactured in quan
tity. The unsteckered version was adopted, and in 1927 the Army 
received 400. I 1:3 I I German Signal Corps Assumed this unsteckered 
battery ENIGMA in their planning, and the ·equipment installations 
in mobile communication vehicles left sufficient. physical space only · 
for that machine; when a steckered version of ENIGMA was required 
the case could not. be made lar~er except to lengthen it. by f> cm., a·nd 
this physical limitation-and the German insistence on compatibility 
of equipment with t.he existing "systcm"-made it very difficult for 
them to include more rotors or more pluggings in the machine. I !:!2 I 
Attempts were made to imtall a 26-point Stecker in the existini: case 
hut this was not compact. I !:-!:JI As a result, stecker-pnir plugs wer~ 
introduced to provide n compact partial plugging on lhe front. of 
the machine. I 134 I OKW insisted this development he kept secret· 
this was in early 1928. [ !:1G I The Army ordered hundreds !)lore of thes~. 
'26-point battery-ENIGMA11, irnd had ahout 600 ih service in 19:30;1136! 
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The Navy continued to use the older ENIGMA with 28-point wheels 
(which had a 29th letter self-encipher hypassing the ma_ze) until 1934 · 

. when they also obtained 401 of the three-wheel lamp-ENICMAs u~inl( 
26-point rotors. [ 137 J 

In 1929 a pluggable reflect-Or was proposed by H&R but was rejected 
by Fenner and others of the Cryptologic Agency.[138 J The early models 
~f the steckered-ENIGMA, which reportedly came into service in 1931, 
used orily 3 stecker-pairs as variables. the other letters being 
fixed.[139] A Or. Schroeder of the Cryptanalytic Agency first made en 
examination of the lamp-ENIGMA in 1932~3:3.1140] Later, Menzer. 

·who was detailed to the Cryptanalytic Agency in 1934 from the Army, 
took up the work. and the ENIGMA was improved by the use of more 
changeable . stecker-pairs. viz .. .. six pairs.ll4lJ This was apparently 
done about 1935. Later, in early 1940, as part of the Fall WICHER se

curity review. a change to 10 sleeker-pairs was made, so that only six 
lett.eri; were unsteckered .1142] This 194() sleeker change was accom
panied by an indicator change.[ 143 J The German :-.lavy cipher doctrine 
was · to provide the highest security for the combat vessels. mine
sweepers, U-boats, etc._, and they assumed captures would occur; so 
the strength of the machine was intended to lie in the variable ~tecker, 
which was considered unbreakable .1144 I 

Manufacture of the battery. ENIGMA was substantial. I 14.') I By HKlO 
the German Army had 586. 13y 1939 they had over 10,000. and f'.ome 
20,000 three-wheel steckered Army ENIGMAs were produced by the 
end of the war .11461 The Navy adopted it in 1934 with an order of 401, 
and by 19:.39 had 1500.[147] Hy .the end of the war some 8500 three. 
wheel ENIGMAs had been produced for the Navy under H & Raus
pices. and another firm. Geyer. had 3000 serial numbers for Naval 
ENIGMA.[ 148 J The lot.al number cit' standard ENIGMAs was probably 
over 30,0001149 J All these ENIGMAs had the same wirings for three 
rotors, and later for five rotors .I 150 I A smaller number of special 
ENlGMAs was also produced for special users.\151 \ Particular usern, 
such as Hitler's train. had their own unique wirings. I 152 I During the 
war the m1mufacture of the K and G model ENIGMA was discon
tinued. [ lfi:J J Multiple-notch rotors were patented in the United States 
in I933. [ 153A I 

While the Germans were systematic.ally improving and t€slin~ the 
ENIGMA, and putting it-into wide se.rvice, the Poles were attacking it 
hy cryptanalysis.[J.54] The 29-letter Nav11I ENIGMA used in the 1920-
31 period · was worked on a nd reed by the Poles- starting about 
1920. I 155] Presumably German ships in I he Baltic provided them 
traffic. lrt 1931 the 26-letter Heimsoerh & Rinke three-wheel 
ENIGMA was found to he in service <_possibly the Army machines in 
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ttie 1927-3i period were not usecl fo:r radio traffic until , the stecker 
modification was available).[156 I When Naval use of the three-wheel 
ENIGMA started (about 1935) there were only three rotors , and only 
six sleeker-pairs were plugged up; .so 14 letters were unsteckered .[1571 
The. Poles obtained a photograph of the 'keys for a three-month 'period, 
during which time the wheel order did not change, and from this re
covered ihe wirings of all three wheels by cryptanalysis. \ l.')8 j 

At this time the indicator system was weak, the so-called "throw
on" system in which the operator chose a window setting and enci
phered it twice, starting with the machine at a fixed "grund" (basic) 
setting.[159\ The resulting hexagraph was sent as the indicator. The 
indicator system was then changed, and the accounts vary somewhat.
In Ar.my usage t}le_ operator chose a grund and a setting, then sent ~he 
grund in the clear and doubly enciphered the setting as before, ~e
sulting in a 9-letter indicator hut not curing the "throw-on" weak
ness.\160 I C.H.O'D. Alexander. in the Naval Sigint history states that 
the Navy indicators changed on 1 May 1937 to a digraphic indicator 
encipherment, and that it was very hard for the Poles lo overcome this. 
although they tinally got into the new period by a crib. I 161 I The Army 
and Air Furci! Sigint account stales that the fixed grund continued 
until the end of 1938, and then went to the variable grund.11621 Pre
sumably the German Navy did things differently than the German 
Army. The Army account .states that in April 1940 the Germans went 
to a new ind.icator system with an operator-chosen grund, and an 
operator-chosen setting. in which the grund was i;ent in the clear, but 
the setting was enciphered only once. The resulting six-Jett.er indica
tor did not have the "throw-on" property, which made attacks oh the 
m11chine much harder. I 16..1 I The German OKW people stated after 

. the war that they corrected the douhle-encipherment weakness with a 
new indicator system at the start of 1940. and here the dates 
agree. I 164 I The Army and Air Force Sigint account states that the 

·Germans also went to 10 stecker-pair pluggings at the start of 1940. 
and the Naval Sigint story mentions this too, but the German OKW 
TI<': OM interviews never mention this fact (which is less obvious than 
an indicator change), I 16fi I . 

Because of the indicator changes, after 1937 the Poles found it much 
harder to read Naval messages. thoug-h they managed to do so by some 
cribbing and by using their Hombe. [166 l The French supplied the 
Poles with some pinched materials. and they managed to read· some 
ENIGMA tra!!ic up to the outbreak of the war .I 167 I 

The Germans, in addition to stecker modifications and indicator 
changes, distributed ~ore rotors. In the Naval ENIGMA, wheels 4 
_and !i had been introduced uy December l9:IB .\ l&q Then wheels 6 
and 7 were in<roduced (and captured hy early 1940), I t69 I The Na vy 
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·. al~o d~veloped ' a new reflectoi' · wh~~l wljicl, allowe~· ii .. (ourth< wh'eel •·to 

he placed ·iri the existing 3-wh.ee) E·N1(,}M:A; end~·t:i'lis' .cacle . i~tif;~rv
ic~ in ~~rly 1942.[1701 Th~ A~my ~nd Luftwaffe) adde4'' t~ti~ . ~ore 
wheei~ ~their ensembl~s.111i] '. ,. . .· . . . . . '· :· ' • . • . . 

Because of the long developrri~nt of . the ENIG:MA, : arid the iriariy 
security . st~dies, the German. cryp,tanal~t8 . were ~JJitY. &ltlflde~t that 
the ENIGMA ~es sec~re if it. wa.s p~perly usedj i72 I Howeyer. the 
military services did not allow the cryptanalytic bureaus to moilitor 
real Gerrnan traffic, and· so they were unaware of the extent to which 
operators' habits, stereotyped message11 and other cliches had 
cre!lted weaknesses in the traftic. \172] Their security investigation in 
the WICHER case was ba~ on a hypothetical uS8ge of the machine. 
1'he Poles, after almost 18 years of reading German traffic, had a much 
mor.e accurate knowledge of ENIGMA usage than the OKW cryptana-

. lysts. but the Germans never discovered this. 
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The co~plet~ faith which the (;'eitnans e~P,re~t?ed about the Army 
"Fish" cipher teieprinter strongly iil'.dicates that' they got no leaks or 
espionage reports on TUNNY exploitatio~ comparable to Fall 
WICHER. The Germans were ·apparently senshive. to capture, for soon 
~fter an OKL STUftGEON cipher teleprinter !SZ-52) was captured in 
North Africa they forbad the sending of secret or top secret information 
on STURGEON, and warned that t-neiny decipherment was pos
sible.1174 J Their security studies of TUNNY showed some of its weak
neSses, but not all.11751 They were fearful of cryptanalysts on STUR
GEON, which was much harder to break than TUNNY and was not 
read , while very confident of TUNNY which was read in great volume. 
Jience their attitude toward the security of a machine seems based 
much more on knowledge that it had been captured or had been read, 
than upon any skillful cryptanalytic. assessment. Some cryptographic 
improvements were made to TUNNY, i.e., SZ-40 was replaced iri 1943 
by SZ- 42. [ 176 I But the Germans did allow the operators lo choose 
settings, and this gave rriany depths which were read by a small group 
at GCCS-producing 1.4 million letters of decrypts in May 1943, by a 

· staff of about 20. I l '77 I 
The TUNNY machine .was produced in considerable quantity

over lliOO-and used on landlines all over German-controlled terri
tory, as well as on radio links.[1781 No copy of TUNNY wa!'. captured 
until after VE day. l 179 I. Another evidence of· German sensitivity to 
capture occurred in November 1942 when the. British captured Army 
ENIGMA keys in North Africa and the Germans then ceased to send 
routine messagec; forming cribs, which set back British SIGINT for 
some time. I 180 J 

The "Fish" problem was exploited only at GCCS.[181 I Even when 
the U.S. developed some special "Fish" exploitation equipment, it 
was Sent to GCCS and used there.[182 I By contrast, ENIGMA was 
exploited on both sides of the . Atlantic.1183] The total number of 
people involved in · "Fish'" exploitation was less than 1000, including 
600 iniercept operators: I 184 I All the rest were at GCCS and the numher 
of cryptanalyst.c; , who knew what was being tead. was under 50.[185 I 
In a good month some 15,0oo long transmissions would be intercepted, 
of which about 2000 were converted from undulator tape and sent to 
GCCS. Half qf these were sent through machine processing to develop · 
statistics, and finally about liOO transmissions were actually decrypted. 
giving about 2 million characters of dear text.11861 Late in .the · war, .. 
volumes of almost 10 million letters of clear text were produced in a 
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month, and m.ore could have b~n produced.[187J Becau~· the de~r 
text did not use the comped telegraphese ofthe EN1Gl\1A rn~ges, 
it was much easier to read for picking out intellig(!nc~ .items: The 
decrypts were produced about Ii week after the int~rdlp~s; so that 
the "Fish'; material rarely produ'ced tactical inteHige~ce~ but it pro
duced valuable strategic intelligence to supplement ENIGMA re
sults. [ 188] Since tactical operations were not usually based on "Fish" 
decrypts, they could not compromise the TUNNY exploitation in the 
fashion that the uncovered use of the extremely current ENIGMA mes
sages threatened to co-mpromise that source. Where "Fish" decrypts 
were reported in Special Intelligence, the source was not identified; 
and a consumer could easily suppose that all Special Intelligence 
came from ENIGMA. It had proved necessary to tell users, especially 
the Commands, that ENIGMA"-"'nbt agents.-wa·s the source of Special 
Intelligence, in order to get them to use it and trust it, but there was 
no need to mention "Fish." Hence security would automatically be 
better because the users did not know the source, and probably fewer 
than 100 people, all at GCCS, knew what was actually eoming out of 
the "Fish" traffic. 

"Fish" decrypts were used as cribs to break into medium-grade 
systems (raster), and the "Fish" success was known to the leading 
cryptanalysts and seniorSIGINT administrntors on hoth sides of the ' 
Atlantic. I 189 I But it was probably unknown to almost all high level 
people in and out of -G-2 and the commands, because the exploitation 
followed the May 1943 agreement between GCCS and the War Depart
ment covering ULTRA material-by which time ENIGMA success 
was fairly widely known.!1901 Since the "Fish" success did not leak. it 
appears that the security of Allied cryptanalytic organizations was not 
compromised. This in turn suggests that the ENIGMA· leaks, which 
reinforced the Fall Wl(:HER Pvidence and caused the cipher crisis in 
Germany (in all systems. except TUNNY), must have occurred out
side the well-informed cryptanalytic circles, possibly from among 
the thousands of lower-level SIGINT people who knew something 
about ENIGMA, or from consumers or senior government or military 
people who were told about ENIGMA but not about TUNNY. It is 
worth noting that the Russians apparently knew about the ENIGMA 
success in 1942; at least they asked GCCS for details on the ULTRA 
success, and the Germans might have captured some Russians who 
knew too much.1191] Other parties who knew about ENIGMA success 
included the French, and M.1.6 and· OSS, some of whos'e personnel 
worked in occupied territory, and were.captured. I I 92 I 

On the German side, the. cipher teleprinters were novel and attrac
tive to use, and since the Germans had no specific reason to doubt 
TUNNY security, it was never subjected to the desperate security 
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improverqents that ENIGMA experienced. The Germans knew that 
the French and the Russians were tapping their landline ·communi
cations, and .probably d'etermined that the use of TUNNY thwarted 
those rear area agents, as a result of.capturing some.!1931 Because the 
"Fish" cipher teleprinters were introduced 15 years 11fter ENIGMA 
came into service, ther'e was no trail of evidence to st11in their repu
tations.l 194 j Curiously, the Germans never considered betrayal of 
TUNNY k_eys, even though they were very concerned with betrayal 
on other systems. 

The security lesson would appear to be that in SIGINT, where the 
user's confidence in a system is a priceless asset, any decrypts should 
always be attributed to a target system which is kno.wn ·to be unsolv
able~ so that if a leak occurs, the ta·rge.~. cryptoin-aphers will conqmtr!lte 
their security improvements and changes on the wrong system . · 
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